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BEAUTY

SAFETY

THE PRINCIPLES
OF THE WAY WE
OPERATE ARE:

BRIGHTNESS

ESSENTIALITY

FUNCTIONALITY

MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
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Made in Italy

“ Entity provided with its own physical consistency, weight and inertia, able
to adapt to any form.”
XYZ Wall: is designed and manufactured in Italy with the profiles and the glass.

INTEGRATED SYSTEM

EXTERNAL SYSTEM
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page 32

Single or double glass walls, curved walls, single and double glass swings or sliding doors,
a variety of glass or solid / acoustical panels, acoustical or technological glass and switchable
On / Off options even on double glazed swing doors are available. Extrusion

CONNECTIONS

page 36

finishes and many other customizations, door handles, U.S. locking cylinders
door pulls, integrated door closers, drop seals, and “invisible” door hinges allow
for a clean minimalistic design.

SLIDING DOORS

page 40

Quality and professionalism in all operating phases, from the project planning to
its realization, from compliance with the delivery times to the installation on site.

PIVOT DOORS

page 44

The company structure is made up of professionals with proven experience in
dealing with all issues concerning development and innovation, in order to offer
innovative solutions capable of interpreting the creativity of different designers.

PROFILE AND GLASS FINISHING

page 50
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INTEGRATED SYSTEM

An architectural wall provided with extreme flexibility.
A multifunction profile integrated in the suspended ceiling with high technological value.
A raised floor.
Three core modular components assemblable in countless combinations, connected by the most
absolute aesthetic unity where the innovative ability to “blend together” into a single architectural
system does not diminish the strong individual personality of each element. Thanks to their technical
and aesthetic features, elements such as a wall or a suspended ceiling are presented on the market
as products of absolute significance, able to adapt individually and in complete harmony to the
different pre-existing contexts. The three elements are considered and employed in a combined way
from the design stage up to installation
The walls blend together invisibly with the floor and the suspended ceiling in an architectural
design developed “by subtraction of lines” to obtain a simple, clean and essential product, able
to integrate into a single project all the most important services the market offers in a separate
and not homogeneous way.

gozzidr.com
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INTEGRATED SYSTEM
wITH SLIDING DOORS

MATERIA has studied and has tested an integrated system between floor, suspended ceiling and wall, where
the simplicity of the geometries artfully conceals the technological core of the system to find the true essence
of architecture. MATERIA’s integrated system offers a wall that gives space to the purest transparency, with the
absolute invisibility of the key elements, ensuring elegance, aesthetic cleanliness and countless customized
solutions for any application.
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INTEGRATED SYSTEM

Multifunction profile for suspended ceiling

SUSPENDED CEILING COMBINATIONS

Suspended ceiling with panels
in simple support and acoustic
barrier;

Suspended ceiling with panels in
support and inspection hatch with
acoustic barrier;

Suspended ceiling with
inspectionable hatch panels
with acoustic barrier;

Suspended ceiling in plasterboard with “wire 0” coplanar
finish and acoustic barrier

Suspended ceiling in plasterboard,
“wire 0” finish, panels in support
and acoustic barrier;

Suspended ceiling in plasterboard, “wire 0” finish and
inspectionable hatch panels
with acoustic barrier;

Suspended ceiling with micro-perforated
metal panels, inspection opening

Suspended false ceiling in plasterboard with “wire 0” coplanar finish
and acoustic barrier;

Suspended ceiling in plasterboard,
“wire 0” finish, panels in support
and acoustic barrier;

gozzidr.com

Suspended ceiling in plasterboard, “wire 0” finish,
inspectionable hatch with
acoustic barrier.
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Inserting a radiant module into the metal panel.
The extruded aluminum thermoconductor joins the panel by means of a magnetic tape sewn
on the side. The copper tube is pressed into the thermoconductor profile, its pitch varies
according to the required performance. The radiating module size varies according to the
size of the metal panel.

Suspended ceiling with micro
perforated galvanized steel
panels predisposed
for inspection hatch

gozzidr.com

Suspended ceiling with sound-absorbing and self-supporting panels made of high density mineral fiber,
arranged in simple support on the multi-function profile
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INTEGRATED SYSTEM
CONTINUOUS-ROw LIGHTING SYSTEM

GOZZI’S integrated “continuous-row lighting” system is designed be inserted into the multifunction profile of the
suspended ceiling. Available in NEON T5 and LED versions, allows the creation of a high-performance lighting system, in
compliance with the anti-glare regulation in the workplace. The T5 fluorescent version is available in modules of 900 mm
(39W), 1200 mm (54W) and 1500 mm (49W / 80W) with ON / OFF electronic ballast, dimmable 1-10V or DALI dimmable.
The LED version is available in modules of 900 mm (18W), 1200 mm (23W) and 1500 mm (28W) with ON / OFF electronic driver
or DALI dimmable. Both versions use an innovative reflector, specifically designed to be coupled to the multifunction profile,
made of micro prismatic transparent polycarbonate, UV stabilized in HB class for the control of the lighting comfort.
Protection class IP20 - IP40.

MATERIAPROJECT.COM
MATERIAPROJECT.IT
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INTEGRATED SYSTEM
BLIND ROLLER

gozzidr.com

Equipped with surprising practicality, the upper multifunction profile allows to
insert the accessory for the integration of solar screens or curtains for video
projection. The accessory comes complete with tubular support, diameter 40
mm, connected with the multifunction profile using through special supports;
maximum module width of 2000 mm for heights up to 3200 mm. Possibility to
include a motor with remote control.

gozzidr.com
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INTEGRATED SYSTEM
MOBILE PARTITION GLASS wALLS

The integration of glass walls in the
suspended ceiling is ensured by the
innovative multifunction upper profile, which is the key element of the
entire system. Equipped with amazing flexibility, it allows to include the
most important services: the partition walls, the lighting fixtures and

Mono and double-glazed partition walls integrated between floor and ceiling where the width of the
glass surfaces welcomes and spreads the natural light, producing a charming visual “multiplication”
of spaces. The absolute transparency of MATERIA’s architectural walls, allows various customization
options, from the application of adhesive films, to digital prints or serigraphs.
A peculiar feature that emphasizes the flexibility of MATERIA’s system capable of interpreting the
creativity of different designers.

The wall system is designed in a way it is possible to insert any time the sliding door
module, with the only aim of ensuring flexibility and harmony with the changing
context.

gozzidr.com

gozzidr.com

their wiring, the emergency signs,
the solar screens or curtains for video projection. The insertion of the
wall in the multifunction profile, toge
ther with the acoustic barrier, creates
a tympanum effect that prevents the
propagation of sound.
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Integration into the raised floor of a recessed profile taking up a minimal amount of space (17mm),
acoustic seals included to limit the low frequencies.
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INTEGRATED SYSTEM
RAISED TECHNICAL FLOOR

The integrated system is completed by the Raised Technical Floor made of gypsum fiber panels, with
standard density of 1200 kg / mc, coupled together with a “male-female” system. Each panel, with
dimensions of 1000x500 mm, is realized by the overlapping and the gluing of 3 gypsum fiber slabs
Fermacell of 13mm for a total thickness equal to 39mm.
A wide range of adjustable feet is available allowing a development in height of the plenum under
the slab from 35 to 320 mm.
The raised technical floor, which is a practical and alternative solution to traditional substrates,
allows the “wire 0” integration with MATERIA’s glazed wall and guarantees: fast installation, reducing
foot noise levels (up to 26dB), surface finishing with continuous elements (parquet, tiles, resins, etc....),
compatibility with any type of surfaces, absence of moist jets.
MATERIAPROJECT.COM
gozzidr.com

gozzidr.com
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LANE AND MANHOLE FOR INSPECTION

Flexibility is guaranteed by the plenum between the crawlspace and the panel for the
crossing of plants. Inspection is possible through to the construction of lanes or trapdoors.

MATERIAPROJECT.COM
gozzidr.com

gozzidr.com
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EXTERNAL SYSTEM
MOBILE PARTITION GLASS WALLS

Single or double glass wall, connected to the suspended ceiling and to the floor with in sight
aluminium profiles, to guarantee a linear architectural design in its shapes and proportions.
Accuracy, cleanliness, pure elegance: a perfect aesthetic “fusion” between the different elements
that regulate and characterize the geometries proper of this type of walls.
Vertical and horizontal elements interact in perfect synchrony while enhancing, at the same time, the
individual and the overall performance.

gozzidr.com
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CONNECTIONS
INTEGRATED SYSTEM

The connections between glass walls
are guaranteed by the application of
a transparent polycarbonate profile
glued directly on the glass thickness.
It is possible to use: 90 °corner joints
(“two-way”) or “T” intersections (th
ree-way). These connections gua
rantee aesthetical continuity with
the glass surface and protection
from the glass edges in the two-way
fittings.
90 ° angled connection
(“two-way”) double glass wall

90 °angled connection
(“two-way”) mono glass wall

MATERIAPROJECT.COM
MATERIAPROJECT.IT

“T” connection (“three-way”)
double glass wall

MATERIAPROJECT.IT
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CONNECTIONS
EXTERNAL SYSTEM

90 °angled connection
(“two-way”) double glass wall

90 °angled connection
(“two-way”) mono glass wall

MATERIAPROJECT.COM
MATERIAPROJECT.IT

“T” connection (“three-way”)
double glass wall

MATERIAPROJECT.IT
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SLIDING DOORS
SINGLE AND DOUBLE GLASS

Top guide on integrated system

Lower detail - Sliding door on external system

The sliding door module at full height is characterized by the use of an extruded aluminium
micro-frame by 28 mm section. The advantage consists in being reversible and, therefore, it can
be used for both right and left applications. Once more this confirms the principle of flexibility that
distinguishes MATERIA’s system.
The rail sliding guide and the nylon sliding carriages on ball bearing (capacity up to 120 kg) are fully
integrated within the upper bar-tacking, without any other element in sight. In the double glazed wall,
the door slides inside the cavity between the two window panes.

Lower detail - Sliding door on integrated system
MATERIAPROJECT.IT

Top guide on external system
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fixed handle application in
stainless steel on mono glass
sliding door

fixed handle application in
stainless steel on double glass
sliding door

The standard handle block is
made of extruded aluminum
section bar, specially designed
to be fully integrated into the
glass and be perfectly aligned
with the perimeter profile of
the door leaf.

An innovative system design makes the door element more minimal and nonintrusive. In mono and double glazed systems, pivot or sliding door modules are connected to the
upper bar-tacking through the use of the same profiles to guarantee the most complete harmony of
the architectural ensemble.

gozzidr.com

gozzidr.com
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FRAMED PIVOT DOOR

STRUCTURAL PIVOT DOOR

SINGLE AND DOUBLE GLASS wALL

SINGLE AND DOUBLE GLASS WALL

The pivot door module, at full-height, is characterized by the perimeter frame of extruded aluminium.
Minimal and non-invasive (only 25 mm, the visible surface) guarantees a great stability to the door and
a greater cohesion with the swing gaskets, ensuring an excellent level of acoustic comfort.

In the structural swing door the glass is worked and drilled directly on the surface to allow the
application of the handle and the lock.
The glass, 6 mm or 8 mm tempered, is glued to the aluminum profile (concealed) through a structural
sealant. A perimeter serigraphy will then be applied to hide both the perimeter sealing and the
handle lock.
The hinges, in stainless steel with rotation on high-performance ball bearings, are concealed;
incorporated within the vertical frame to emphasize the care for the aesthetic accuracy,
cleanliness and sheer elegance.

The pivot element (both mono and double glass) is made in two different solutions, both applicable to
the same perimeter frame: framed leaf, with perimeter profile in sight, for a greater acoustic performance,
and structural fully glazed leaf for a greater exaltation of the aesthetic accuracy. Both solutions
provide for the possibility to apply a anti-noise “drop seal” gasket in the lower crosspiece of the door.

gozzidr.com

gozzidr.com
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Handle / block assembly integrated into the structural leaf. Stainless steel handle.
Lock with cylinder, optional variant with pin lock.

Pivot door with structural leaf, 6 mm
double extra-clear tempered glass, white painted.

Door closer perfectly integrated and concealed in the multi-function profile.
Movement with slide arm and mechanical stop with 95°opening.
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Photos taken on a
reduced scale sample

The pivot door with structural
leaf and clear glass is provided
a 17mm perimeter serigraphy,
available in standard RAL colors,
which hides both the structural
seal and the handle/lock block.

Concealed lower hinge integrated
in the leaf door, made of stainless
steel, rotation on ball bearing,
capacity up to 300 kg
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PROFILE FINISHING

GLASS FINISHING

The profiles represent the architectural elements created at the base of the system conceived by
GOZZI, they have been specially developed and designed in order to be functional with the
design of the architectures that GOZZI offers.

The glass used by

The profiles are made of extruded aluminum alloy 6060 T2, suitable for all the galvanized finishes, for the
painting in the colors of RAL and NCS, and for any potential sample finishes for ambitious challenges that
do not allow limits and set new goals.

-

COLOR FINISHING RAL / NCS

GOZZI

for the realization of its projects are:

Layered security, 5/5 or 6/6 mm for mono and double glazed walls
Layered security, 4/4 mm for sliding doors, mono glass
Double tempered glass sheet, 5 mm for sliding doors,
Double glass - Tempered glass, 8 mm for pivot door, mono glass
- Double tempered glass sheet, 6 mm for pivot doors, double glass

All types of glass can be made with a clear or extra clear finish; the technology at
our disposal allows countless possibilities for customization: from retro-painting
to serigraphy with RAL and NCS colors; from digital prints to the application of
adhesive films. A peculiarity which highlights the flexibility of GOZZI’s system.

GALVANIC FINISHING
GOLD
GLOSSY / MATT

BLU ANTICO
GLOSSY/ MATT

BRONZE COPPER
GLOSSY / MATT

BLACK NICHEL
GLOSSY / MATT

BRONZE BRASS
GLOSSY/MATT

FLAMED COPPER
GLOSSY / MATT

FLAMED BRASS
GLOSSY / MATT

NICHEL
GLOSSY / MATT

BRUNITO
GLOSSY / MATT

CROMO
GLOSSY / MATT

PELTRO
GLOSSY / MATT

COPPER
GLOSSY / MATT

“The difference between
something good and something
great is the attention to details”
cit. Charles R. Swindoll
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